
Are we going to do what Pope Francis suggested to us? 

 
Dear friends, partners and collaborators of JP2JPC, 
 
Peace! Salaam! Shalom! Mirembe! 
 
Thank you very much for having accepted our invitation to this conference. Welcome to JP2JPC. 
 
In a special way, I would like to thank our sister, Hon. Miria Matembe, and our brothers Mgr. 
Wynand Katende and Mr Joseph Natukunda for having accepted to lead us in our reflections on 
the Pope’s visit and especially on the messages he delivered during his pilgrimage in our country. I 
would also like to express our gratitude to Mr. Fredrick Ssemwanga for having accepted to be our 
moderator. 

Jean Vanier, the founder of ‘L’Arche’ once said about the people who cheer Pope Francis these 

words: “There are a lot of people clapping Francis. But are they doing what he suggests? To go to 

the peripheries and to befriend the poorest, and to receive the wisdom that the poor can give? 

That is another story. The Church will not change because of Francis. It will change because of all of 

us. Because of me.” 

I was, and probably many of you were, one of those who were ‘clapping Pope Francis’ in 

Namugongo. Others did it in Entebbe, Munyonyo, Nakiyanja, Kololo, Nalukolongo and Lubaga’! 

The question now is: What next after this loud and cheerful clappings? Hopefully our encounter 

today will give us some realistic answers to this question. 

Our animators this morning were asked to focus on the verbal messages that the Pope addressed 

to different people in the different places where he went. Hopefully, in our sharing, we will also 

make reference to some of the non-verbal messages that the Pope addressed to all of us, and also 

on what happened during the preparations and the visit itself.  

Allow me to point out only one of these non-verbal messages from this visit which we could share 

on in the last part of our conference. During the Holy Mass at Namugongo, almost all the civil, 

cultural, religious and political leaders of this country were present, well seated in the VIPs 

pavilion. Would it be dreaming the impossible to advocate for such a forum within the governing 

structures of our country, besides and above the parliament? A forum where representatives of all 

these leaders would regularly meet with one guiding and inspiring principle: the ‘common good’. 

Once again, thank you for coming and may God bless our sharing and reflections. 
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